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Dedication to Emeritus Professor Gerhard Geldenhuys
In 1971 I joined the National Research Institute of Mathematical Sciences (NRIMS) of the
CSIR, as the sole employee in an effectively one-person operations research section. This was,
for me, a substantial career shift from chemical engineering into OR (a shift made by many
at that time), but one which has been my life ever since. A useful source document available
to me at that time in NRIMS, was the set of notes prepared a few years years earlier by
Gerhard Geldenhuys [2] to “give a brief and elementary introduction to linear programming,
game theory, queueing theory and dynamic programming”. This document had introduced
OR to NRIMS, and was a major stimulus to the creation of the OR section at NRIMS/CSIR,
the forerunner of the current OR group at CSIR, and thus also to my career shift. In this
sense, Gerhard Geldenhuys can be seen as the father of a centre of OR which has arguably
been one of the most influential in this country over the past four decades.
Abstract
It is argued that any non-trivial real world problems involve multiple objectives. The
simplistic approach of combining objectives in linear form can generate highly mis-
leading and biased results, and is poor operational research practice. Such biases
are illustrated by means of a simple example, and it is demonstrated that two sim-
ple approaches based on goal programming and piecewise linear value functions can
largely resolve these problems. These methods require careful attention to problem
structuring but are easily implemented by use of standard linear programming (LP)
packages.
Key words: Multiobjective linear programming, goal programming, multiattribute value functions.
1 Background
Two of the four themes in [2] are the closely related issues of linear programming (LP)
and game theory. Many textbooks on OR/MS put such an emphasis on LP that students
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may be forgiven for viewing OR and LP as almost synonymous. While such a view of
OR represents a dangerously limited and restricted perspective of the subject, there is no
doubt that LP remains one of the workhorses in the practice of OR. The basic thesis of the
present paper, however, is that LP is all too often poorly and ineffectively used, largely
because of a lack of recognition that a single objective is the exception rather than the
rule in all but the most trivial OR applications.
Standard textbooks in OR start with some reference to an “OR process” that includes
identification of alternatives and objectives, and comparing alternatives in terms of these
objectives. For example, Winston [13] recognizes a “seven-step model-building process”
consisting of (1) Formulate the problem; (2) Observe the system; (3) Formulate a math-
ematical model of the problem (although this step may be challenged by those from the
“soft OR” school); (4) Verify the model and use the model for prediction; (5) Select a
suitable alternative (in which Winston explicitly recognizes that there may be more than
one objective); (6) Present the results and conclusions of the study to the organization;
and (7) Implement and evaluate recommendations.
Such an OR process inevitably acknowledges careful problem structuring as an essential
part of OR (e.g. Winston’s steps 1–3), and to the recognition of “objectives” in the plural.
Nevertheless, most texts then launch into linear programming with a strong emphasis on
algorithmic methods (and who, today, needs to know much about the tricks of the clas-
sical simplex algorithm?), with an almost default assumption that the objective function
is well-defined and self-evident. Any admission of the existence of multiple objectives will
typically be relegated to fairly superficial mention in a couple of sections on goal program-
ming, often limited to discussion of preemptive goal programming (dating from the 1960s)
and associated variations to the simplex method to provide a computationally efficient
method of solution. The only other mention of multiple objectives in such texts may be
a brief mention of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in a later chapter on decision
theory, perhaps as an “example” of the use of eigenvalue theory!
Thus Winston [13] devotes five chapters to LP, but the only mention of dealing with
multiple objectives is a brief final section in Chapter 4 on goal programming, essentially
only dealing with the preemptive variant. The well-known text by Hillier and Lieberman
[3] places a similarly brief mention of preemptive goal programming only at the end of
Chapter 7. The otherwise excellent book of Ragsdale [7] does provide a more thorough
treatment of goal programming and related issues, but this, too, only appears towards the
end of Chapter 7. In other words, the treatment of multiple objectives in LP is dealt with
very much as an afterthought, a special case that may occasionally arise. We shall argue
that precisely the opposite is true.
Even in private sector applications with an unquestioning belief in the power of markets,
however, a single financial objective is virtually never relevant as has been so clearly argued
by Kaplan and Norton [5] in presenting their concept of the “balanced scorecard.” Public
sector applications (especially in a developing world context) inevitably have to deal with
conflicts between economic, social and environmental goals as well as between the interests
of different stakeholder groups. These multiple goals are seldom directly commensurate,
and as we shall illustrate cannot generally be aggregated in simple additive fashion. We
shall argue, therefore, that the standard for applying LP in practice must be to adopt a
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multiobjective linear programming (MOLP) approach, and to apply one or more of the
available methodologies of MOLP rather than some arbitrary unitary objective function
even when the latter is subject to comprehensive sensitivity analysis.
In the next section, we illustrate by means of a simple example the manner in which a
simple linear aggregate objective function leads to extreme solutions, which are seldom if
ever acceptable to decision makers, leading often to an ad hoc introduction of additional
constraints which address symptoms rather than causes of the problem. In Section 3 we
present fundamental requirements that need to be incorporated into any (multiobjective)
LP model in order to address the real problem. Two different approaches to satisfying
these requirements, making use of (generalized) goal programming and piecewise linear
value functions, are described in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 demonstrates that these
approaches are easily implemented in standard software, i.e. that there is no need for
specialized software.
2 Linear aggregation of component objectives
The following problem was introduced in Chapter 3 of Belton and Stewart [1], and was a
trimmed down version of the game reserve problem discussed earlier by Jordi and Peddie
[4]. The decision variables are numbers (Xsc, expressed in 100s) of animals of species s to
be stocked in each camp c, and numbers of excess stock (Ysj) of species s to be disposed of
by each of three available methods j (e.g. sales, hunting or culling for food). For purposes
of numerical illustration, we suppose that there are only two camps, and that we are only
considering three different species. Details are given in [1], but the constraints (for the
trimmed down problem) are given by
Y11 + Y12 + Y13 = 0.4X11 + 0.4X12
Y21 + Y22 + Y23 = 0.3X21 + 0.3X22
Y31 + Y32 + Y33 = 0.2X31 + 0.2X32
X11 + 3X21 + 8X31 ≤ 14
2X11 + X21 + 4X31 ≤ 12
X12 + 3X22 + 8X32 ≤ 25
2X12 + X22 + 4X32 ≤ 30
X31 + X32 ≥ 3
Xsc, Ysj ≥ 0 ∀ s, c, j.

(1)
The first three constraints balance disposal of excess stocks with natural population
growth. The next four constraints indicate maximum availability of two food stocks in
each of two camps. The final constraint (apart from non-negativity) places a lower bound
on numbers of one species that need to be kept for conservation reasons.
Standard textbook LP (e.g. those cited in the previous section) would now move towards
formulating the objective function. For example, Hillier and Lieberman [3, p. 33] speak
of constructing an overall measure of performance which is linear in the variables. In
practice, however, such a measure of performance would need to include contributions from
a number of different attributes such as (in the above example) revenues, contribution to
conservation of endangered species, maintenance of good relations with local communities
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through provision of food and/or traditional hunting rights, and good game viewing for
tourists. For purposes of illustration, suppose that four attributes (or objectives) can be
identified as follows, derived from the above-mentioned aspects:
z1 = 2Y12 + 2Y13 + 3Y22 + 6Y23 + Y32 + 8Y33
z2 = 5Y12 + 3Y22 + 2Y32
z3 = 20Y11 + 15Y21
z4 = 3X11 + 15X21 + 6X31 + X12 + 5X22 + 2X32.

(2)
How might the analyst then go about formulating the aggregate measure of performance,
or objective? The quoted texts (and many others) are silent in this regard. However,
the contribution of each decision variable to the overall objective would need (in order to
preserve linearity) to be a linear sum of the contributions to each of the component output
measures. In other words, the aggregate objective would need to be expressible in the form
w1z1 + w2z2 + w3z3 + w4z4. Such an aggregation is generally not recognized explicitly in
the textbooks, so that no guidance in choosing weights is given. The MCDM literature
contains much discussion on the process of identifying importance weights, for which a
good starting point is to establish the available ranges of options on each objective. Useful
approximations to these ranges are often provided by the so-called “payoff” table, which
is obtained by maximizing for each objective i an aggregate objective having wi = 1 and
wj = ε for j 6= i (for some small ε > 0). The resulting payoff table for the above example
is illustrated by Table 1, giving the values for each of the four objectives when effectively
maximizing each in turn.
Attribute being Values obtained for:
maximized z1 z2 z3 z4
z1 16.80 30.00 0 33.00
z2 12.60 31.20 0 33.00
z3 4.80 0 120.00 33.00
z4 4.80 0 22.50 77.67
Table 1: Payoff table for the game reserve example.
In order to ensure comparability, the zi might be rescaled to a consistent range (e.g. 0–
1) within the payoff table, before applying importance weights. (For example, the first
attribute may be redefined as z′1 = (z1 − 4.8)/(16.8− 4.8).) For illustration, suppose that
importance weights of 10, 8, 6 and 6 are allocated to the rescaled attributes. The composite
weight for z1, including the appropriate scaling constant for comparability of ranges, would
then be 10/12=0.833. Extending this argument to all four objectives generates an objective
function defined on the original attributes of 0.833z1 + 0.256z2 + 0.05z3 + 0.134z4.
Up to this point, the analysis appears to have been quite careful and thoughtful, but the
resulting solution gives z1 = 16.8, z2 = 30, z3 = 0 and z4 = 33. Comparison with Table 1
reveals how extreme this solution is — it is simply the solution found when maximizing
z1 in isolation, and is very good on two of the attributes and very bad on the other two.
Sensitivity analysis on w3, say, shows that the solution is unchanged as w3 is increased to
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virtually three times its original value. At this point the optimal solution jumps suddenly
to another extreme, namely z1 = 4.8, z2 = 0, z3 = 120 and z4 = 33. No intermediate
solution is ever discovered. Our experience is that this type of phenomenon is not a freak
circumstance — it is almost inevitable with LP, whether the underlying components of
the objective have been explicitly recognized or not.
What happens at this stage? Our experience suggests that when decision makers or
analysts examine an extreme solution such as that illustrated in the previous paragraph,
there is a tendency to respond by imposing additional constraints in order to make the
solution “more realistic.” If the key attributes as illustrated above are made explicit,
the added constraints may be expressed directly in terms of these attributes (which is at
least a goal-directed response). Often, however, such attributes are not made explicit,
and constraints are applied more directly to decision variables. In the above example, the
decision maker may observe that almost all of the disposal of excess stocks is by method
2 (which corresponded to live sales of animals), and may react by placing constraints on
the numbers of live sales for each species.
The trouble with this approach (of adding constraints whenever the solution is perceived
to be too extreme in some sense) is that it is entirely ad hoc (addressing symptoms rather
than causes), and tends to need to be applied incrementally as other extreme phenomena
emerge after the first has been corrected. There is a real danger that eventually the added
constraints do no more than to force the solution into a preconceived form, providing a
“rational” justification from the model for such preconception.
The core reason why extreme solutions are generally unsatisfactory is that the existence of
multiple objectives is fundamental, and not just an occasional nuisance phenomenon. The
effect of multiple objectives may be understood in different ways, although these are per-
haps merely different sides of the same coin. For example, the following two explanations
may often be useful in trying to understand the fundamental problem:
• Decreasing marginal returns to scale: The more that is gained on any one criterion,
the less is the marginal value of further increases.
• Simon’s [9] satisficing principle: Decision makers strive for improvement in any one
criterion up to a point of “sufficient satisfaction,” after which attention is turned to
other criteria.
3 Fundamental modelling requirements
The primary themes of the previous section were:
1. that optimization models in OR should start from the basis that multiple objectives
are the norm and not the exception; and
2. that the treatment of multiple objectives needs to recognize the principles of changing
marginal returns to scale and/or satisficing in modelling preferences (as opposed to
constant tradeoffs).
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At an operational level, the implication for linear programming models arising from the
above points is that a larger number of feasible bases needs to be created, in order to
provide more opportunity for a richer exploration of less extreme solutions within the
standard LP framework. The objective function must be constructed in such a way that
the opportunities provided by such an enlarged set of feasible bases may be exploited to
find the most satisfactory solution.
The simple expedient of dealing with multiple objectives, even when these have been
explicitly defined, by a simple linear aggregation fails to make any contribution to the
above modelling needs. This failure is clearly illustrated by the game reserve planning
example of the previous section. Use of a weighted sum of objectives cannot be classified as
multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) at all, and must be viewed as highly inadequate
and poor OR practice.
A superficial reaction to the assertions of the previous two paragraphs may be that these
are all well and good in theory, but that practitioners do not have the time for more
complex models, and that in any case appropriate software may not easily be available.
In the next two sections, we shall review two approaches which do not involve substantial
complexities, and which are easily implemented in standard LP packages. What these
approaches do demand is for additional attention to be paid to structuring of decision
maker preferences, but that is surely fundamental to good, professional practice in OR.
Neither of the two approaches to be discussed introduce any fundamentally new concepts,
but our aim is to examine the methods of implementation which best match up with the
modelling requirements presented at the start of this section. Goal programming and
the related methods discussed in Section 4 model preferences in terms of satisficing re-
quirements, while the goal achievement constraints create the increased number of basic
solutions. In fact, the Chebychev form of goal programming (or the Wierzbicki general-
ization thereof) creates an even richer range of basic solutions to explore.
The piecewise linear value function approach of Section 5 models preferences directly in
terms of changing tradeoffs as relative levels of achievement change. The desired enrich-
ment of the set of feasible basic solutions is realized by the constraints needed to define
the different segments which approximate a non-linear value function.
4 Goal programming and extensions
The original goal programming (GP) model was an early extension of LP, and is generally
discussed in introductory texts on OR/MS, so that most readers would probably consider
this approach to be very well known. Nevertheless, there are subtleties that seem often to
be overlooked, especially as many presentations of GP focus on the algorithmic features
viewed as an extension of linear programming, rather than on the preference modelling
aspects which are much more fundamental to the practice of OR.
GP is frequently seen as modelling “soft” or imprecise constraints, for example that return
on investment should be about 10%, say. This use of GP is an occasionally useful device,
but the real power of GP is in recognizing and modelling conflicting decision objectives. So
let us suppose that we have recognized m measures of performance that can be represented
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in linear form by
n∑
j=1
cijxj , i = 1, . . . ,m, (3)
where the xj are the decision variables (required to satisfy some set of linear constraints).
A common introduction to goal programming would define goal levels of performance, say
gi for i = 1, . . . ,m, and include constraints of the form
n∑
j=1
cijxj + δ−i − δ
+
i = gi, i = 1, . . . ,m, (4)
where the δ−i > 0 and δ
+
i > 0 represent deviations below and above the goal (target)
respectively. Although the associated discussion might well emphasize that in many cases
deviations to one side of gi may be substantially more important than to the other side,
the impression conveyed is still that of the goal being an ideal to be striven for.
In structuring decision problems in multiple criteria terms, however, it is more usual that
the measures of performance defined by (3) are associated with a direction of preference.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the coefficients are defined such that
increasing values of the measures of performance are always desirable. The role of the
goal value gi is to indicate the level of performance beyond which other criteria are likely
to be more important to final decision making. It would be more natural, and more
transparent to the decision maker, then to replace (4) by
n∑
j=1
cijxj + δi ≥ gi, i = 1, . . . ,m, (5)
where δi > 0 now clearly represents underachievement on the associated goal.
In fact, we have argued elsewhere (Belton and Stewart [1], pp. 210–211) that formula-
tions in terms of a central desirable target (e.g. preferred temperature of your coffee) can
generally be decomposed into two objectives working in opposite directions, and that ex-
plicit separation of these two objectives is better decision modelling practice. Suppose,
for example, that one measure of performance relates to a quality measure such as pro-
portion of contaminants in a product. Suppose further that a goal of 5% is stated, and
that deviations to either side are said to be less desirable. What does this signify at a
more fundamental level? It probably means that the decision maker is concerned both
about costs or throughput (if the proportion is made unnecessarily small) and about cus-
tomer relations (if the proportion becomes too large). The target level then represents the
decision maker’s a priori judgement as to what level of compromise is likely to balance
the two objectives satisfactorily. The best compromise should, however, emerge from the
analysis rather than to be imposed on the analysis. With this aim in mind, it would be
better to identify and to deal with both objectives separately (even if based on the same
numerical measure of performance), rather than to aggregate too soon in the process.
For this reason, the remainder of the discussion will assume a clearly directional objective
(maximization for purposes of discussion), and with goals and deviations defined through
(5).
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The core principle in goal programming is to minimize the magnitude of the deviations
according to some appropriate norm. Many texts spend time discussing preemptive or lex-
icographic goal programming, in which the goals are ordered by importance, after which
each deviation is minimized in turn, fixing the previous (more important) deviations at
their minimal values. The early goal programming literature developed a quite clever
extension to the simplex algorithm which enabled preemptive GP to be executed in es-
sentially a single call to the modified simplex algorithm. This extension is hardly relevant
today as few if any OR specialists attempt to implement their own simplex code. As a
modelling strategy, preemptive GP assumes that there is no compensation between goal
achievements for different objectives. No gain on a criterion of lesser importance can ever
compensate for even an infinitesimal loss on a criterion at a higher importance level. It is,
however, difficult to imagine contexts in which such a total lack of compensation between
objectives is a realistic representation of decision maker preferences. (For example, we all
gamble with our lives for the convenience of using a car to go the shops on a rainy day!)
The acceptance of compensation between objectives does require the specification of
weights to be applied to the deviations, i.e. such that for any two goals, equally weighted
deviations (wiδi, say) represent deviations of equal importance to the decision maker. The
concepts of “swing weighting” from value function theory (e.g. Belton and Stewart [1],
Section 5.4.2) do provide operationally practical means for establishing suitable weights.
Fortunately, however, the results from goal programming models tend not to be overly
sensitive to weights as long as the orders of magnitude are comparable, and we shall not
dwell on the assessment of weights in this paper.
The simplest norm for assessing the aggregate magnitude of (weighted) goal deviations is




Minimization of (6) subject to the constraints on the xj and to the goal achievement con-
straints (5) then provides the (Archimedean) GP solution by use of standard LP packages.
In spite of the superficial similarities to the simple linear weighted aggregation which we
earlier dismissed, results tend to be much more satisfying and less extreme. In fact, al-
though we shall motivate for use of the Chebychev norm in the following paragraphs, it
must be conceded that in many cases the two norms lead to very similar results.
Minimization of (6) can, however, in some instances lead to situations in which one devi-
ational variable (δi) is relatively large, while all (or most) others are 0. This phenomenon
might still produce results with less balance between goal achievements than is fully de-
sired. There may then be advantage in penalizing large deviations relatively more severely




the problem, but the shift to a non-linear objective creates other disadvantages in com-
putational efficiency and in access to standard post-optimality analysis. An alternative
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Minimization of the Chebychev norm is achieved by introducing one further variable (say
∆), and minimizing ∆ subject to
∆ ≥ wiδi, i = 1, . . . ,m (7)
and to all previously defined constraints.
It needs to be recognized, however, that even if for a particular solution the largest devi-
ation cannot be improved upon, there may yet remain opportunities to improve achieve-
ments in other goals. Such opportunities may not be recognized by simply minimizing the
maximum deviation, so that the resulting solution may be inefficient. In order to avoid





for some suitably small ε > 0. Minimization of (8) subject to the constraints on xj and
to (5) and (7) then generates the Chebychev GP solution, again requiring only the use of
standard LP packages.
The process of finding the Chebychev GP solution focuses in effect at any one stage on
improving the relatively worst weighted deviation. Such an approach does seem to be closer
to the spirit of “satisficing” than the other GP approaches. Experience suggests that where
the Archimedean and Chebychev GP solutions differ substantially, it is the Chebychev
form which generates the more balanced solutions. For these reasons, the present author
generally recommends using the Chebychev form as the standard implementation of GP. In
essence, the approach introduces m+1 additional variables and 2m additional constraints
into the LP. As the number of objectives is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the
numbers of decision variables (xj) and the numbers of constraints on the variables, the
increase in problem size is typically hardly detectable.
The Chebychev GP approach is closely linked to Wierzbicki’s [12] generalization of goal
programming, which he terms reference point methods. Wierzbicki recognized that in
some cases it may be possible to achieve performance better than the predefined goals
(which he terms the “reference point”). The same arguments used above to justify the
Chebychev model in terms of focus on the worst performing objective can be extended
beyond the reference point if that is possible. In effect, Wierzbicki’s approach can be seen
as precisely the Chebychev GP formulation, but with the removal of the non-negativity
constraints on the δi and ∆. This too is easily implemented in standard LP packages.
An illustration of implementation in standard software is given in Section 6.
5 Piecewise linear value functions
Following the same problem structure as that used in the previous section, we now define




cijxj i = 1, . . . ,m. (9)
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With the same assumptions as before, it is desired to maximize each zi in some sense.
Standard axioms of value function theory (e.g. Belton and Stewart [1], Section 4.2, or
Keeney and Raiffa [6], Chapter 3) imply that provided that decision maker preferences
are complete and transitive and that the objectives are preferentially independent, there
will exist an additive value function which will describe decision maker preferences. In
other words, there exist functions vi(zi) such that the decision maker will prefer an outcome
described by za = (za1 , z
a
2 , . . . , z
a
m) to one described by the vector z






We note that the expression of a value function in this form implies that importance of an
objective is represented in the scaling of the associated partial value function vi(zi). To
make this point explicit for later reference, suppose that the range of possible outcomes
to be considered for zi has been determined (perhaps by means of a payoff table such as
illustrated in Section 2) to be given by z0i (minimum) to z
∗
i (maximum). If the usual con-
vention of setting vi(z0i ) = 0 is adopted, then vi(z
∗
i ) would be a measure of the importance
of objective i.
In general, the marginal value functions may be expected to be non-linear, as a linear
function would imply constant marginal values (tradeoffs with other objectives) at all
levels of performance. As indicated earlier, constant marginal values would be an exception
rather than the rule. Furthermore, as demonstrated in other work (e.g. Stewart [10, 11]),
the inappropriate use of linear approximations can severely distort the results obtained. If
decreasing marginal returns to scale do apply, however, we can conclude that the marginal
value functions must be concave.
If the value functions could be established directly, then the maximum value solution
would be obtained by maximizing (10) subject to the constraints. Two practical problems
arise:
1. complete specification of the marginal value functions can be quite a time-consuming
process; and
2. the resulting optimization is non-linear, losing much of the power of the LP algo-
rithms.
Stewart [10, 11], however, demonstrated that the approximation of each vi(zi) by a piece-
wise linear function with four linear segments provides very close to optimal solutions in
most cases (certainly relative to the imprecisions and uncertainties in other aspects of the
model specification). Piecewise linear functions are easily incorporated into the LP struc-
ture. For each objective, we define four new variables, say zi1, . . . , zi4 with the restriction
that
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cijxj − z0i i = 1, . . . ,m. (11)





where βik is the approximated slope of vi(zi) over the k’th segment.
If equal-lengthed segments are used (which is not necessary, but facilitates presentation
here), then the portion of zi allocated to each segment must be bounded above by λi =
(z∗i − z0i )/4. We should also ensure the precedence relationships in that zik > 0 only if
zi,k−1 = λi for k > 1. If the marginal value functions are concave (as suggested above
they might well be), then the precedence relationships will automatically be satisfied
at the optimal solution, since we would have βi,k−1 > βik for k > 1. If more general
marginal value functions arise (e.g. sigmoidal), then precedence will need to be ensured by
introducing binary variables. For purposes of presentation here, we shall restrict ourselves
to the concave case.
All that remains is to specify the parameters βik, which may be done relatively easily. We
note firstly that vi(z∗i ) is approximated by
∑4
k=1 βikλi which is intended as measure of rel-
ative importance of objective i. The relative importance of each objective can be assessed
as described in both Sections 2 and 4 (by “swing weighting”). Suppose that importance
weights (on an arbitrary scale) are assessed as W1, . . . ,Wm. Then the parameters need to




Complete specification of the parameters is achieved by establishing the relative impor-
tances within each objective of the gains across each succeeding segment.
As an example, consider again the game reserve planning problem. We had suggested for
illustrative purposes relative importances of 10:8:6:6, so that we could for the assessment
above start with W1 = 10, W2 = 8 and W3 = W4 = 6. If the z∗i and z
0
i are chosen as
the maximum and minimum in each column of Table 1, then we easily obtain λ1 = 3,
λ2 = 7.8, λ3 = 30 and λ4 = 11.17.
Suppose further that the decision maker is satisfied with the assumption of decreasing
marginal returns on each objective, so that βi1 > βi2 > βi3 > βi4 for each i. Finally
suppose that (perhaps by displaying alternative shapes of the function graphically), the
decision maker accepts that all four functions have a similar shape, with the slopes over
the four segments in the ratios 10:7:4:2. We could start by setting βi1 = Wi/λi for each i.
Then βi2 would need to be given by 0.7βi1, and so on for the other segments.
The piecewise linear approximation to the optimal solution is then obtained by maximizing∑m
i=1
∑4
k=1 βikzik, subject to the original constraints, to (11) and to the requirements that
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Figure 1: Spreadsheet set-up for the game reserve planning LP.
zik ≤ λi for all i and k < 4. At least for the concave function case, this is a standard
LP structure. The extended structure has introduced 4m new variables, m new linear
constraints, and 3m additional upper bounds on variables. As with goal programming,
this represents a very modest expansion to the size of the problem.
6 Software implications
The question is often raised concerning the availability of software for multiple objective
linear programming. The simple lesson from the previous two Sections is that there is
no need for specialized software. Both the goal programming and piecewise linear value
function approaches are easily implemented in standard LP packages. This is particularly
true if use is made of spreadsheet solvers.
Let us illustrate the point by means of the game reserve planning problem. A spreadsheet
formulation of the basic problem structure is displayed in Figure 1. The Xsc variables are
stored in B4:D5, and the Ysj variables in B6:D8. With reference to the constraints defined
in Section 2:
• the first three constraints are represented by B13:D13=B15:D15;
• the next four constraints are represented by J4:K5≥J8:K9; and
• the final constraint is represented by H13≥J13.
[Readers unfamiliar with conventions adopted in the What’s Best software, which was
used for these examples, may need to note that the =>= notation in the figures represents
a ≥ constraint which is tight in the current solution. The >= notation represents a ≥
constraint which is slack in the current solution. The software may also display not>=
with obvious meaning, but this outcome is not illustrated in the examples.]
Figure 2 illustrates the set up for the Chebychev GP solution. Goals for the four objectives
are specified in F17:F20 (and repeated for convenience in K17:K20), while the weights
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Figure 2: Chebychev goal programming formulation for the game reserve planning LP.
(wi) are specified in C17:C20. The deviational variables δi are stored in G17:G20 and the
weighted deviations (wiδi) in G23:G26. The maximum deviation (∆) is stored in G27. The
additional constraints are implemented as follows:
• the deviation constraints (5) are represented by I17:I20≥K17:K20; and
• the maximum deviation constraints (7) are represented by G23:G26≤G27.
The objective function to be minimized is contained in B22.
Figure 3 illustrates the set up for the piecewise linear value function solution. The mini-
mum values for each objective (z0i ) are shown in F17:F20, and the variables zik in H17:K20.
Values of z0i +
∑4
k=1 zik are stored in D17:D20, so that the constraints (11) are represented
by B17:B20=D17:D20. Maximum segment lengths are defined in F23:F26, so that the up-
per bounds on the zik are represented by H17:K20≤$F$23:$F$26. The objective function
parameters (βik) are stored in H30:K33, from which is calculated the overall value stored
in B28 which is to be maximized.
It is clear that both approaches are thus simply formulated within a spreadsheet structure.
We obtained the solutions by using the What’s Best add-in from the LINDO corporation,
but other solvers could equally well have been used.
The greater balance in the solutions (as compared to the use of naive linear aggregation)
from both approaches is evident. These solutions are of course not numerically identical, as
the preference information used in the examples for each method were separately specified
for the purpose of illustration and are unlikely to be consistent. In both cases, good
practice would be to conduct sensitivity analysis on this preference information, i.e. on
the goal levels gi in the case of goal programming, and on the weights Wi and the curvature
of the value functions in the piecewise linear value function approach.
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Figure 3: Piecewise linear value theory formulation for the game reserve planning LP.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued firstly that good practice in any linear programming mod-
elling should include identification of the inevitable multiplicity of objectives. Problem
structuring for multiple objectives has been widely discussed in the MCDA literature
(see, for example, Belton and Stewart [1], Chapter 3, and perhaps more comprehensively
Rosenhead and Mingers [8]).
We have then demonstrated that a simple additive aggregation of the objectives is an
extremely poor strategy. On the other hand there exist alternative strategies for dealing
with multiobjective LP, based on goal programming and on piecewise linear value function
approximations respectively. These strategies are easily implemented in standard LP
structures without the need for specialized software. What is needed is for the analyst
to commit more time and resources to assessing underlying preference structures of the
decision maker, but this, surely, is the essence of OR.
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